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QUESTION NO: 1
Which protection profile can be used to protect against Directory Harvest attacks?
A. antispam profile
B. session profile
C. content profile
D. antivirus profile
Answer: B

QUESTION NO: 2
What is one reason for deploying a FortiMail unit in Transparent Mode?
A. DNS records do not necessarily have to be modified.
B. Mail is not queued thereby expediting mail delivery.
C. Mail is not inspected unless a policy explicitly matches the traffic.
D. No user information needs to be stored on the FortiMail unit when operating in Transparent Mode.
Answer: A

QUESTION NO: 3
Which profile can be used to protect against Denial of Service attacks?
A. antispam profile
B. session profile
C. dos profile
D. security profile
Answer: B

QUESTION NO: 4
Which of the following parameters CANNOT be configured using the Quick Start Wizard?
A. protected domains
B. system time
C. operation mode
D. access control rules
E. antispam settings
Answer: C

QUESTION NO: 5
Which of the following DNS records resolves an IP address into a hostname?
A. MX record
B. PTR record
C. A record
D. NS record
Answer: B

QUESTION NO: 6
Which SMTP sessions are defined as incoming?
A. All SMTP sessions received by the FortiMail units
B. SMTP sessions for the protected domain
C. SMTP sessions received on the management interface
D. All sessions generated from the internal network
Answer: B

QUESTION NO: 7
Which back-end servers can be used to provide Recipient Verification?
A. LDAP servers
B. POP3 servers
C. RADIUS servers
D. SMTP servers
Answer: A,D

QUESTION NO: 8
Under which of the following conditions would an email be placed in the Dead Mail queue?
A. The recipient of the email is invalid.
B. The sender of the email is invalid.
C. The email is classified as spam.
D. The remote MTA is performing Greylisting.
Answer: A,B

QUESTION NO: 9
A System Administrator is concerned by the amount of disk space being used to store quarantine email messages for non-existent accounts. Which of the following techniques can be used on a FortiMail unit to PREVENT email messages from being quarantined for non-existent accounts?
A. Greylist Scanning
B. Recipient Address Verification
C. Sender Reputation
D. Automatic Removal of Invalid Quarantine Accounts
Answer: B

QUESTION NO: 10
Which of the following features can be used to expand a single recipient address into a group of one or many email addresses?
A. User Alias
B. Address Map
C. User Group
D. None of the above
Answer: A